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------------------ The Log-Watch Serial Key program is useful for viewing a log file from the command line, at the risk of incurring a real or imagined porting headache. It detects patterns (strings) within the log file and plays the WAV file linked to each pattern match. The WAV files are streamed directly from the log file, if the file is present on the Windows system you are running Log-Watch on. If this file does not exist, or it is corrupted or in a different directory,
the script will warn you and provide instructions for obtaining the file. Be sure to get the file from an installation of Perl that is independent of the version you are using. Each of the patterns mentioned above can also be used as a regular expression, allowing you to monitor multiple patterns as well. For example, if there are two patterns and only one of them is ever matched, you could play the WAV file associated with the matched pattern. To add a pattern, or find the
current pattern, use the -p option. To remove a pattern, use the -u option. The -i, --interval specifies the speed in seconds between actions. Possible values are 1 to 120. To change the speed, use the -v option. To replay the WAV file, you need to do it yourself. The script does not change the WAV file once it has been played and the file loaded into the sound card. Use the system's Win32::Sound library (installed with the Win32::Sound package) to play the WAV file.
This allows you to play/pause the WAV file or change volume. To do this, call the play/pause function on Win32::Sound. The script includes the Win32::Sound functions in case you want to call them yourself. Full and Example Usage: ---------------------- C:\> log-watch C:\logs\access.log Pattern: error Filename: error.wav Pattern: exception Filename: error.wav Pattern: /\b4\d\d\b/ Filename: code_4xx.wav Pattern: pdf Filename: pdf.wav C:\> More Information:
----------------- The Programming page of this Web site has more information on using this tool. Other than the fact that the tool was originally written by Timothy Bunnell, most of the details of its use and operation can be found at:
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I was inspired by something someone on PerlMonks posted about testing logging. But it was just using the Win32::Sound library to play an audible giggle every time a logging statement was printed to STDOUT. After first trying to figure out how to compile it, I realized that this had better be a Windows program, so I played around with it and came up with something that doesn't require a Win32::Sound library or any third-party libraries. It works by taking your log
file, which you need to provide in order for it to run. The log file is a plain text file, so it should be pretty simple to create one yourself. You'll need to run this in the context of DOS, so that the path to the log file is present as a DOS command-line argument. In the example above, you should have a script called Log-Watch Serial Key.bat that's a single line with the following contents: log-watch C:\logs\access.log Be sure to use single-quotes around the path, not doublequotes, for both "log-watch" and "C:\logs\access.log" Otherwise you'll get unexpected results. I'm a no-frills kinda guy so you can expect a few rough edges around the GUI. I tried to make it self-explanatory with all the possible options so the point of this should be clear without reading the code too closely. I could have saved a few hours by not even being forced to look at the code. There's a lot of room for improvement, and you'll probably have to play with the
configuration files in order to get what you want. I've tried to provide a few sample ones that hopefully demonstrate how useful it can be. The documentation should be much better if you're interested in taking a close look at the source code (see the source code section), and I've given a brief description of what the different sections are for in the documentation section. Thanks for reading this far and I hope you find it useful! Thanks. I was able to get it working. In
your log file example, the "error" matches the error.wav and the "code_4xx" matches code_4xx.wav. Only one of them at a time is played, regardless of whether they occur in succession or not. So, you'll want to try the word "error" a few times in a row. The utility reports the approximate time 6a5afdab4c
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=============================================== Log-Watch was developed to be a simple tool that watches a streaming text file, such as a server log file, and plays sounds when certain strings appear. It makes use of the Win32::Sound library. The script monitors a text file line by line, looking for certain strings. Once such a string is found, the corresponding sound is played. Run it from a DOS command-line by providing the path of a file you want to
monitor, like so: log-watch C:\logs\access.log The default sound selected for a given string is a recording of my own voice for errors. This isn't meant to be a children's story; just a warning that you've been hit by a document that's too big for the server. When log-watch detects a string that it wants to play, it changes the sound to the sound of a typical computer error (this way you won't have to hear my voice again if you're searching through the messages looking for an
error in your own code). The script includes a basic mechanism for searching by severity, so that when too many exceptions are logged, you get a message saying there are too many and advising you to shut things down. For example, I have a log file called access.log for Apache. Using that name for both the log file and the event file is necessary since the event file names are generated from the log file names. The event file names are generated by taking the filename
part of the log file names and appending the two digit error code as a suffix. So, as you start deleting files from your server, you should be careful not to delete an access.log and yet still have a file named `403.log`. If that file ever has an exception reported by the script, you won't be aware of it for a long time. The error codes are taken from the.inf page for ActiveState's OLE Server Runtime Environment. The error codes are defined as follows: error.wav *Displays a
generic computer error message* error.mf *Launches the Microsoft Office Document Excel filter error.log *Displays a login message* error.xls *Launches the Microsoft Office Document Excel filter* error.mht *Launches the Microsoft Office Document HTML filter*

What's New in the?
I created this application in order to make it easy to test Windows Server log files for interesting patterns. A web search on Win32::Sound would have revealed that this is a very popular task. I never found a ready-to-use application that would have dealt with the difference between slow and fast server response. At some point, I got tired of not being able to use my computer in a normal fashion without capturing my attention and my curiosity. The audio component
allows for a bit of feedback when you're testing log files for interesting patterns. Unfortunately, the value of this application is more likely to be seen when looking for interesting in log file patterns than for audio production. Assuming you've already set up the Win32::Sound module (use the PPM tool to do that), run the script as follows: $ Perl logwatch.pl The script will read the current text file as a Perl array and look for strings you specify. As the file is read, the
results will be reported to STDOUT. To stop this, just hit Ctrl-C. Then you can do a "stop" by running the script a second time. If the file has changed between the two runs, you'll get a different set of results. To have the application watch another file, just type the name of the second file as a command-line argument. Examples: $ Perl logwatch.pl C:\my_file.txt The script will watch a single text file and report interesting patterns. $ Perl logwatch.pl C:\my_file.txt codes
The script will watch a single text file and report the occurrences of strings of the form "code". $ Perl logwatch.pl C:\my_file.txt code The script will watch a single text file and report occurrences of "code" if they are directly preceded by "code". $ Perl logwatch.pl C:\my_file.txt code_4xx The script will watch a single text file and report occurrences of "code_4xx". $ Perl logwatch.pl C:\my_file.txt code_400 The script will watch a single text file and report
occurrences of "code_400". $ Perl logwatch.pl C:\my_file.txt code_99 The script will watch a single text file and report occurrences of "code_99
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System Requirements For Log-Watch:
-Supported OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 (64-bit) -Processor: 2.3GHz Pentium or AMD Athlon 64 -RAM: 512 MB -Hard disk space: 16.0 MB -DirectX: Version 9.0c -Network: Broadband Internet connection Thank you for playing VGE. _____________________ The new Battle Royale game mode, VGE. Battle Royale is a game mode in which every player is dropped onto a
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